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The Cornerstone George Washington Statehood Quarters album is the perfect way to store, collect

and learn about the United States Mint 50 State Quarters series. Inside you will find informative

facts about each state, historical data highlighting United States coinage and details on how the

quarters in your collection were designed. Beginners will benefit from tips about how to grade and

handle State quarters, along with information about how to assemble more advanced quarter type

collections. With the unique dual lenses page design, you can view both the front and back of each

coin while enjoying a fun, educational and practical storage solution for your State quarters. No

matter which denomination or series you choose to collect, Cornerstone albums are an ideal

companion for your journey into the fascinating hobby of numismatics!
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I purchased this album and the National Park Quarters album and both are high quality and easy to

place the quarters. I had an older press in type holder for the state quarters and this is by far a

superior coin holder. I really like the ease of placement, security, and ability to view both sides of the

coins. I highly recommend purchasing this album.

I've used the Whitman coin slot books before, but these are much better. Easy to load the quarters

into the slots - 20 to 24 coins per page - and with clear plastic on both sides, coins stay in and one

can see the condition of your coins on both sides. The album is heavy enough and has similar

dimensions to a book, and the coins inside are perfectly secure so you can store the album



vertically.The only hitch to this coin collecting album is if you upgrade - you find or buy a coin in a

better condition - you have to remove the plastic sleeve and will possibly dislodge the other 10-16

coins residing in the sleeve. I consider it a small hitch.

these albums are awesome, i like that unlike other brands, the coin is covered with plastic and

doesnt get damaged that way. this is also the very first album that ive had (ive had three other

brands before) where the coins are easy to put in and take out. solid binding and fun extra info as

well, we will be buying all the other ones soon!

Worth it!! This is best purchased I've made for my collection.. It's has a slot for both P & D quarters.

I've had anotjer book before and it was horrible! but The slots on this one are perfectly made for the

quarters, therefore it's easy for them to fit in and they don't move around. There is a clear plastic

seal to protect them and open on both sides so you can see both sides of the coin. I also bought the

national park quarters book and I'm super pleased! :)

Very nice collection book, very easy storage; you can view both sides of the coins and additions and

removals are easy. Plastic slip slides out, stick your quarter in the slot, plastic slip slides back. Has

spots for both P&D mints for Statehood coins 1999-2009, which includes the 2009 U.S. Territory

quarters (DC, Puerto Rice, Guam, Samoa, Virgin Islands) which is why I needed the upgrade.

I like quality and design of that album, it for aged people (not enough colored pictures) but a lot of

text

Compared to other Quarter Albums we've purchased this album is a winner. Coin insertion is a

model of efficiency and the extra space for additional quarters is a bonus.Since we plane to pass

this on to our grandkids the brief background stories are a great way to induce interest in not only

the quarters themselves but also a gentle way of learning more about US history.

Although the coin album was rapped in plastic, the binding was torn at the bottom edge , requiring

some repair.The coins are not held tightly in the holders and rotate when handling the album.This is

a good first album.
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